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Frost

Elegant new hand-blown glass series
inspired by the Scandinavian climate.
The series captures the beauty of ice
crystals that form on windows on a clear
and frosty winter day.

Glass no. 2 - 2 pcs.
art. no. 503

Glass no. 1 - 2 pcs.
art. no. 502

Carafe
art. no. 501

Ice bucket
art. no. 500

The partially frosted glass exudes cool
elegance and is a clear Nordic signature
on the series, which consists of an ice
bucket, water carafe and glasses in two
different sizes.
Photo: Knut Koivisto

Glass series by FRONT

Front

Sofia Lagerkvist, Charlotte
von der Lancken and Anna

Lindgren form the Swedish design trio, Front. They
are all educated industrial designers at Konstfack in
Stockholm. Front loves to create design that teases
the senses and tricks the eye into believing you are
seeing something, which actually is not there. Just
like the new glass series Frost for Stelton – it gives you
the impression you are about to drink an irresistible
cold drink. Enjoy!

art. no. 464

Slice and serve your pizza with style. Slice & Serve, the new
pizza slicer from Stelton, is ideal for both slicing and serving.
The slicer is designed with a width making it well suited for
serving. Because good design is simple, functional and good
looking! Slice & Serve - bon appétit.

Slice
& Serve - pizza

by Klaus Rath

Malachite
art. no. 984

Ochre
art. no. 983

Cinnabar
art. no. 982

EM77

CPH Colour
Colourama
Let vibrant colours shine and
warm your life. Add an element
of colour with the new CPH
Colours from Stelton which are
inspired by the old C
 openhagen

Vacuum jug
by Erik Magnussen

facades. Enjoy the iconic EM77
vacuum jug – now dressed in
ochre, cinnabar and malachite.
Bring a touch of CPH’s vibrant
colours to your home.

(Bread) bags
Delicious bread calls for attractive
serving. Serve your bread in a smart,
practical bread bag that ensures
the crumbs stay in the bag.

Soft storage

by Klaus Rath
art. no.
1350-9 cinnabar
1350-10 ochre
1350-11 malachite

Use soft storage for all the bits and

soft storage in the bathroom. And

pieces you wish to keep in one

why not keep your children’s small

place. No more running around

toys together in a colourful soft

looking for your comb, brush and

storage bag. An easy way to

hair bands – just stick them in your

organize your bits and bobs.

A new way to hold on
to your mug
Circle mug from Stelton has a stylish handle which forms a smart
circle. This enables you to hold the mug as usual, but it also

Circle

provides a good grip if you enjoy warming your hands on the
mug. Circle mug is simple design with a twist.
Choose the same colour as your EM77 vaccuum jug or
Mug by Francis Cayouette

combine a colourama for your table.

White
art. no. 770-4

Malachite
art. no. 770-3

Ochre
art. no. 770-2

Cinnabar
art. no. 770-1

Tangle
art. no. x-56

Mesmerizing metallic magic
Let the glow of copper shine in your home with its metallic magic
– and hint of nostalgia. The vase has a decorative copper band
that wraps around the glass in an unpredictable and stylish
pattern. Impressive and dynamic from every angle, the c
 opper
band gives the vase an ever-changing look. Tangle adds an
element of luxury to your home, as the copper band adorning
the glass sparkles with quality, style and grace.

Vase
by Halskov & Dalsgaard

Penguin
Blue
art. no. C-23-2

Pink
art. no. C-23-1

Bring joy to dining early in
life with children’s cutlery in
stainless steel from Stelton. The
cutlery features a charming
penguin engraved on the
handle – and it comes in a
cute little suitcase - perfect for
toys or maybe a little snack.
The set consists of a child-sized
knife, fork and spoon. The
ideal gift for special occasions
such as baptisms, birthdays
and Christmas.

Childrens cutlery
by Tias Eckhoff
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